FRONT ROOM

Center:
1  *Shhhh*, 1996/2015
   Kinetic sound installation

Table:
2  *Condensed Walking Breathing Brush Drawings*, 2004-2013
   Sumi ink on Duralene

Clockwise around walls:
3  *Teeter*, 1995
   Kinetic installation, basswood, 58 quail eggs, and air currents
4  *Graphite Drawing*, 1980
   Kinetic drawing, graphite, wood, air, wall, and floor
5  *Looking Out…….going fast*, 1997
   Archival Piezo pigment print
6  *Still Life? (from “the nature of drawing, the drawing of nature”), 1993
   Kinetic installation, ficus leaves, thread, graphite, wax, and wall
7  *Rock Drawing*, 1996
   Rock, graphite, and paper
8  *Out of Time*, 2015
   Three videos, projectors, players, pedestals, and wall frames
9  *Smoke Drawing*, 1994
   Sage and cedar smoke, paper, and basswood
10  *becoming some thing #1*, 2005
    Ink on acetate

11  *Wait*, 1998/2015
    Kinetic sound installation

12  INSTALLATIONS

   Left
   *Plato’s Swing*, 1987/2015, Mixed media

   Center
   *Glimpse*, 2000/2015, Mixed media

   Right
   *Night Lies*, 1988/2015, Mixed media